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Plainfield Public School District 

 
 

Plainfield Public Schools 

English Language Arts  

Curriculum Unit 

 

Grade Kindergarten 

Unit of Study 5 
Pacing  5-7 Weeks 

 

UNIT STANDARDS 

 

COMMON CORE N.J. PRIORITY STANDARDS 
 
Reading Literature: 
RL.K.2   With prompting and support, retell familiar stories, including key details 
               (e.g., who, what, where, when, why, how). 
RL.K.9   With prompting and support, compare and contrast the adventures and 

experiences of characters in familiar stories. 
 
Reading Informational Text: 
RI.K.3    With prompting and support, describe the connection between two 

individuals, events, ideas, or pieces of information in a text. 
RI.K.4    With prompting and support, ask and answer questions about unknown 

words in a text. 
RI.K.9    With prompting and support, identify basic similarities in and differences 

between two texts on the same topic (e.g., in illustrations, descriptions, 
or procedures). 

 
Reading Foundational Skills: 
RF.K.1    Demonstrate understanding of the organization and basic features of 

print. 
RF.K.1d  Recognize and name all the upper and lower case letters of the alphabet. 
RF.K.2    Demonstrate understanding of spoken words, syllables, and sounds 

(phonemes). 
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RF.K.2d  Isolate and pronounce the initial, medial vowel, and final sounds 
(phonemes) in three-phoneme (consonant-vowel-consonant, or CVC) 
words.*  (This does not include CVCs ending with /I/,/r/, or /x/.). 

RF.K.2e  Add or substitute individual sounds (phonemes) in simple, one-syllable 
words to make new words. 

RF.K.3a  Demonstrate basic knowledge of letter-sound correspondences by 
producing many of the most frequently used sounds for each consonant. 

RF.K.3c  Read high-frequency and sight words with automaticity.  
RF.K.4    Read emergent-reader texts with one-to-one correspondence to develop 
               fluency and comprehension skills. 
 
Writing: 
W.K.1     Use a combination of drawing, dictating, and writing to compose opinion 

pieces in which they tell a reader the topic or the name of the book they 
are writing about and state an opinion or preference about the topic or 
book (e.g., My favorite book is…). 

W.K.3     Use a combination of drawing, dictating, and writing to narrate a single 
event or several loosely linked events, tell about the events in the order 
in which they occurred, and provide a reaction to what happened. 

W.K.5     With guidance and support from adults, strengthen writing through 
               response and self-reflection using questions and suggestions from 
               peers (e.g., adding details). 
 
Speaking and Listening: 
SL.K.3    Ask and answer questions in order to seek help, get information, or 

clarify something that is not understood. 
 
Language: 
L.K.2      Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard English 

capitalization, punctuation, and spelling when writing. 
L.K.2a    Capitalize the first word in a sentence and the pronoun /. 
L.K.2b    Recognize and name end punctuation. 
L.K.2c    Write a letter or letters for most consonant and short-vowel sounds 

(phonemes). 
L.K.2d    Spell simple words phonetically, drawing on knowledge of sound-letter 

relationships. 
 
 
 
SUPPORTING STANDARDS 
 
Reading Literature: 
RL.K.6    With prompting and support, name the author and illustrator of a story and 

define the role of each in telling the story. 
RL.K.10   Actively engage in group reading activities with purpose and understanding. 
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Reading Informational Text: 
RI.K.6    Name the author and illustrator of a text and define the role of each in 

presenting the ideas or information in a text. 
RI.K.8    With prompting and support, identify the reasons an author gives to support 

points in a text. 
RI.K.10   Actively engage in group reading activities with purpose and understanding. 
 
Reading Foundational Skills: 
RF.K.3    Know and apply grade-level phonics and word analysis skills in decoding and 

encoding words. 
RF.K.3.b  Associate the long and short sounds with common spellings (graphemes) for    

the five major vowels. 
RF.K.3.d  Distinguish between similarly spelled words by identifying the sounds of the 

letters that differ (e.g., nap and tap; cat and cot). 
 
Writing: 
W.K.6    With guidance and support from adults, explore a variety of digital tools to 

produce and publish writing, including in collaboration with peers. 
W.K.7    Participate in shared research and writing projects (e.g., explore a number of 

books by a favorite author and express opinions about them). 
W.K.8    With guidance and support from adults, recall information from experiences or 

gather information from provided sources to answer a question. 
 
Speaking and Listening: 
SL.K.6    Speak audibly and express thoughts, feelings, and ideas clearly. 
 
Language: 
L.K.4      Determine or clarify the meaning of unknown and multiple-meaning words and 

phrases based on kindergarten reading and content. 
L.K.4b    Use the most frequently occurring affixes (e.g., -ed, -s, -ing) as a clue to the 

meaning of an unknown word. 
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“UNWRAPPED” District Power Standards 

District Power Standards 
 
Reading Informational Text 
RI.K.3   With prompting and support, describe the relationship between two individuals,              
events, ideas, or pieces of information in a text. 
 
Reading Foundations 
RF.K.4   Read emergent-reader texts with one-to-one correspondence to develop 
fluency and comprehension skills.  
 
 
Writing 
W.K.5    With guidance and support from adults, strengthen writing through response 
              and self-correction using questions and suggestions from peers (e.g., adding  
              details). 
 
 
Speaking and Listening 
SL.K.3   Ask and answer questions in order to seek help or clarify concepts. 
 
 
Language 
L.K.2.a   Capitalize the first word in a sentence and pronoun I. 
L.K.2.b   Recognize and name end punctuation (e.g., period, question mark). 
L.K.2.c   Write a letter or letters for  most consonant and short-vowel sounds  
               (phonemes) 
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“Unwrapped” Skills 
(students need to be able to do) 

“Unwrapped” Concepts 
(students need to know) 

DOK Levels 

POWER STANDARD:  RI.K.3 

Describe relationship 2 

Students Know: 

With prompting and support: 

 A connection as a relationship between two elements.   
 To identify individuals, events, ideas, and pieces of information in a text.  
 An author sometimes makes connections between two individuals, events, ideas, 

or pieces of information in a text.  

Students Can: 

 Describe how two individuals, events, ideas, or pieces of information in a text are 
connected.  

 

POWER STANDARD:  RF.K.4 

Read 
 

emergent-reader texts  1 
 

Students Know: 

 Text relays a message. 
 There are different purposes for reading (e.g., information, entertainment). 

Students Can: 

 Orally read emergent-reader text for a specific purpose.  
 Tell or explain about what they read.  

 

POWER STANDARD:  W.K.5 

Strengthen 
Respond to 
Add 

writing 
questions and suggestions 
details 

2 
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Students Know: 

With guidance and support from adults: 

 Revision is making changes to a piece of writing. 
 That revision suggestions can come from peers and adults. 
 Details help readers understand the author's purpose and thoughts. 

Students Can: 

With guidance and support from adults: 

 Determine where to place or change details based on suggestions from teachers 
and peers. 

 

POWER STANDARD:  SL.K.3 
 

Ask/answer 
 

questions 
 
 

        1 

 

                                             POWER STANDARD:  L.K.2a,b,c 

Capitalize 
 
 
Recognize/name 
 
Write 

first word in a sentence and 
pronoun I 
  
end punctuation 
 
letter/letters for consonants and 
short-vowel sounds 

1 
 
 

 

Students Know: 

 Every sentence begins with a capital letter.  
 The personal pronoun "I" is always capitalized when writing.  
 The end of one sentence and the beginning of another.  
 Punctuation marks are used to end a single sentence.  
 A complete idea ends in a period.  
 A question ends in a question mark.  
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 An exclamatory sentence ends with an exclamation point.   
 Every letter has a distinct sound (phoneme).  

 

Students Can: 

 Identify and name end punctuation.  
 Identify consonant sounds (phonemes) associated with the letters of the alphabet.   
 Identify the short vowel sound (phonemes) associated with vowels a, e, i, o, u.  

 

 

 

 

 Unit Vocabulary Terms 

“Unwrapped” Power Standards 
Concepts 

Supporting Standards Concepts and 
Other Unit-Specific Terms  

Lower case letters 
Upper case letters 
Capital letter 
Punctuation 
Short vowels 
Long vowels 
Consonants 
Compare/contrast 
Syllable 
Describe 
Self-correction 
One-to-one correspondence 
 

Author 
Illustrator 
Identify 
Recall 
Decoding 
Encoding 
Digital 
Research 
Projects 
Inflections 
Affixes 
Multiple-meaning words 
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Essential Questions  Corresponding Big Ideas 

1.   How does adding details (labeling 
pictures, naming characters, etc.) 
strengthen your writing? 
 
 
2.  Why is it important to ask and answer 
questions in order to seek help or clarify 
concepts? 
 

1.   Adding details (labeling pictures, 
naming characters, etc.) helps to 
strengthen your writing by letting you give 
the reader more information about your 
topic. 

 
2.   It is important to ask and answer 
questions in order to seek help or clarify 
concepts because asking and answering 
questions will help to give you a better 
understanding of what you are 
discussing. 
 

 

Unit Assessments 
 

Pre-Assessment 
Plainfield Public Schools Unit Assessment 

 
(See Appendix A) 

 

Post-Assessment 
 

 
Unit Assessment 

 
Essential Questions Post-Assessment 

 
 

 

Scoring Guides and Answer Keys 

 
See Unit Assessment Planner 
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Engaging Learning Experiences 

 
Engaging Scenario 

      
  
 
   Have you ever watched the Weather Channel or watched the news and saw a weather 
forecaster?  It’s so exciting to watch!  The weather forecasters, or meteorologists, predict 
the weather for you so that you can plan your day.  You need to know what to wear, 
whether to bring an umbrella, or if there is a bad snowstorm and school is cancelled.  
What is weather?  In the next few weeks you will be able to answer that question.  You 
will read books about weather, ask and answer questions, make a weather wall, and write 
about the weather.  Since the weather is beginning to get warm, you may even be able to 
go outside and check weather conditions for yourself.  Have fun and enjoy the weather! 
 
  
 

                                     
 

 

Performance Task Synopses 

 
Task 1:  Use a Graphic Organizer to Take Notes on Weather 

 Use a graphic organizer to take notes as you read informational texts about weather. 
 
Task 2:  Construct a Weather Wall 

 Create a Weather Wall using your notes. 
 
Task 3:  Select One Weather Condition 

 Choose one weather condition to describe. 
 
Task 4:  Share Completed Research Activity 

 Be a weather forecaster, or meteorologist, for the day as you share your weather 
condition with classmates, friends, and family 
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Performance Task # 1 
In Detail 

Power Standards: 
          RI.K.3 
          W.K.5 
          RF.K.4 
          SL.K.3 
Supporting Standards:  RI.K.10, W.K.7, W.K.8, SL.K.6, L.K.4 
 
 
Task 1 Detailed:  Use a Graphic Organizer to Take Notes on Weather. 
 
http://www.edhelperclipart.com/clipart/teachers/org-clouddrops.pdf 
 

 Provide students with a variety of sources (books, magazines, videos, digital tools, 
etc.) on weather.   

 Select one informational text that includes a number of weather conditions to read 
aloud to class. 

 Model and instruct students to use the graphic organizer to take notes as the text is 
being read aloud.  Ask the question, “What is weather?”   As a group, write 
“weather” in the main idea box.  Explain to the students that as you read they will 
write a weather condition (rain, snow, hurricane, flood, etc.) in each of the details 
boxes. 

 Remember to ask and answer questions in order to seek help or clarify concepts. 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.edhelperclipart.com/clipart/teachers/org-clouddrops.pdf
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Performance Task # 1 Scoring Guide 

 

4 3 2 1 

 All 
“Proficient”  
criteria met 
plus: 

 Described 
the 
relationship 
between two 
ideas or 
pieces of 
information 
in the text 

 Gathered 
information from 
provided sources 

 Asked and 
answered questions 
to seek help and 
clarify concepts 

 Completed main 
idea in graphic 
organizer 

 Completed three 
details in graphic 
organizer 
 
 

 

 Meets _3_ of the 
“Proficient”  
criteria 

 Meets fewer than 
3_ of the 
“Proficient”  
criteria 

 Task to be 
repeated after re-
teaching 

 Comments: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Key 

4 = Exceeding the Standards 

3= Meeting the Standards 

2= Approaching the Standards 

1= Below Standard 
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Performance Task # 2 
In Detail 

 

  
Power Standards: 
        RI.K.3 
        W.K.5 
        RF.K.4 
        SL.K.3 
Supporting Standards:  RI.K.10, W.K.7, W.K.8, SL.K.6 

Interdisciplinary Connections and 
Related Power Standards 

Specific to Task #1 

21st Century Learning Skills 
Specific to Task #1 

 
5.4.P.F.1 
5.4.2.F.1 
 

 

 Check all those that apply for each task:  
 

❑ Teamwork and Collaboration 

❑ Initiative and Leadership 

√  Curiosity and Imagination 
√  Innovation and Creativity  

❑ Critical thinking and Problem Solving 

❑ Flexibility and Adaptability 

√  Effective Oral and Written Communication 
√  Accessing and Analyzing Information 

❑ Other 
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Task 2 Detailed:  Construct a Weather Wall 
 

 As a group, students will discuss the information from their completed graphic 
organizers.  Remember to use agreed-upon rules for discussions (e.g. listening to 
others, taking turns speaking, etc.) 

 Explain that they will be using this information from the graphic organizer to create 
a Weather Wall.  The Weather Wall will consist of weather vocabulary and 
illustrations of various weather conditions created by the students. 
 

 Possible weather conditions: 
 

Hurricane 
Tornado 
Rain 
Snow 
Earthquake 
Tsunami 
Flood 
Drought 
Blizzard  
Thunderstorm 
Dust storm 
Heat wave 
Typhoon 
Sandstorm 
Fog 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Performance Task # 2 Scoring Guide 

 
4  3  

 
2  
 

1  
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 All 
“Proficient” 
criteria plus: 

 Used all 
details from 
graphic 
organizer 
independently 

 

 Gathered 
information from 
provided sources 

 Asked and 
answered 
questions to seek 
help and clarify 
concepts 

 Used weather 
vocabulary from 
graphic organizer 

 Correctly 
illustrated 
weather 
conditions 

 
 

 
 

 

 Meets _3__ of 
the “Proficient” 
criteria 

 

 Meets fewer 
than _3_of the 
“Proficient” criteria 

 Task to be 
repeated after re-
teaching 

 Comments: 
 

 
 

Key 

4 = Exceeding the Standards 

3= Meeting the Standards 

2= Approaching the Standards 

1= Below Standard 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Interdisciplinary Connections and 
Related Power Standards 

Specific to Task #2 

21st Century Learning Skills 
Specific to Task #2 
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Performance Task # 4 
In Detail 

 
5.4.P.F.1 
5.4.2.F.1 
 

 Check all those that apply for each task:  
 

√ Teamwork and Collaboration 

❑ Initiative and Leadership 

√ Curiosity and Imagination 

❑ Innovation and Creativity  

√  Critical thinking and Problem Solving 

❑ Flexibility and Adaptability 

√  Effective Oral and Written Communication 
√  Accessing and Analyzing Information 

❑ Other 

 
 

 
Performance Task # 3 

In Detail 

Power Standards: 
       RI.K.3 
       W.K.5 
       SL.K.3 
       L.K.2.a,b,c 
Supporting Standards:  RI.K.8, RF.K.3, W.K.8 
 
 
Task 3 Detailed:  Select One Weather Condition. 
 

 Encourage each student to select one weather condition from the completed 
Weather Wall.  Explain that they will be illustrating or portraying their weather 
condition in some other form (model, diorama, poster, etc.).  

 When they have completed the portrayal of their weather condition, they will need      
to provide a written explanation of the weather condition. Each student will be 
expected to write one complete sentence that explains the weather condition. 
 

 Remind students to capitalize the first word in the sentence and to use and name 
end punctuation.   
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Performance Task # 3 Scoring Guide 

 
4  3  

 
2  
 

1  

 All 
“Proficient” 
criteria 
plus: 

 

 Wrote more 
than one 
sentence 

 Selected one   
           weather condition 
           from Weather Wall 

 Wrote one complete 
sentence about 
weather condition 

 Capitalized the first 
word in the 
sentence 

 Used and named 
end punctuation 

 Meets 
__3_ of 
the 
“Proficient” 
criteria 

 

 Meets fewer than 
_3_ of the 
“Proficient” 
criteria 

 Task to be 
repeated after re-
teaching 

 Comments: 
 

 

Key 

4 = Exceeding the Standards 

3= Meeting the Standards 

2= Approaching the Standards 

1= Below Standard 
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Power Standards:   
        W.K.5 
        SL.K.3 
        L.K.2.a,b,c 
Supporting Standards:  RI.K.10, RF.K.3, W.K.8, SL.K.6 
 
 
 
Task 4 Detailed:  Share Completed Research Activity. 
 
 

 Now it’s time to be a weather forecaster!  Students will share their completed 
research activity with their classmates.  The presentation could take place in 
front of the Weather Wall or, if weather allows, in a comfortable outdoor  
location.  
 

 Encourage each student to explain their depiction of their chosen weather  
condition.  In addition, they will be expected to read their completed sentence 
about the weather condition.    

 

 Remind students to:  
                                - ask and answer questions in order to clarify concepts  
                                - express thoughts, feelings, and ideas to other clearly 
                                 -actively engage in activity with purpose and understanding 
                                 -strengthen writing through response and self-reflection 
  

 
Performance Task # 4 Scoring Guide 

 

Interdisciplinary Connections and 
Related Power Standards 

Specific to Task #3 

21st Century Learning Skills 
Specific to Task #3 

 
5.4.P.F.1 
5.4.2.F.1 
1.3.2.D.4 
 
 

 Check all those that apply for each task:  
 

❑ Teamwork and Collaboration 

❑ Initiative and Leadership 

√ Curiosity and Imagination 
√ Innovation and Creativity  
√ Critical thinking and Problem Solving 

❑ Flexibility and Adaptability 

√ Effective Oral and Written Communication 
√ Accessing and Analyzing Information 

❑ Other 
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4  3  
 

2  
 

1  

 All 
“Proficient” 
criteria plus: 

 

 Strengthened 
writing 
through 
response and 
self-reflection 

 Explained weather 
condition 

 Read sentence 
independently 

  Expressed thoughts, 
feelings, and ideas 
clearly 

 Actively engaged in 
activity with purpose 
and understanding 

 Asked and answered 
questions in order to 
clarify concepts 

 Meets _3_ 
of the 
“Proficient” 
criteria 

 

 Meets fewer than 
_3  of the 
“Proficient” 
criteria 

 Task to be 
repeated after re-
teaching 

 Comments: 
 

 
Key 

4 = Exceeding the Standards 

3= Meeting the Standards 

2= Approaching the Standards 

1= Below Standard 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Interdisciplinary Connections and 
Related Power Standards 

Specific to Task #4 

21st Century Learning Skills 
Specific to Task #4 
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Research-Based Effective  
Teaching Strategies 

21st Century Learning Skills 

 Check all those that apply to the unit: 
 
   Identifying Similarities and Differences 
√ Summarizing and Note Taking 
√ Reinforcing Effort, Providing Recognition 

❑ Homework and Practice 

√ Nonlinguistic Representations 
√ Cooperative Learning 
√Setting Objectives, Providing Feedback 

❑ Generating and Testing Hypotheses 

√ Cues, Questions, and Advance Organizers 
√ Interdisciplinary Non-Fiction Writing 

 Check all those that apply to the unit: 
 

√ Teamwork and Collaboration 
√  Initiative and Leadership 
√  Curiosity and Imagination 
√  Innovation and Creativity  
√  Critical thinking and Problem Solving 
√ Flexibility and Adaptability 
√  Effective Oral and Written Communication 
√  Accessing and Analyzing Information 

❑ Other 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
5.4.P.F.1 
5.4.2.F.1 
 

 Check all those that apply for each task:  
 

√ Teamwork and Collaboration 
√ Initiative and Leadership 
√  Curiosity and Imagination 
√  Innovation and Creativity  

❑ Critical thinking and Problem Solving 

√ Flexibility and Adaptability 
√   Effective Oral and Written Communication 
√   Accessing and Analyzing Information 

❑ Other 
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Differentiation 

Strategies 

(Additional Supports + 
Enrichment) 

Intervention Strategies 
 

Specially Designed 
Instruction for 

Special Education 
Students 

Strategies for 
English Language 

Learners 

-Help students identify specific 
language in text 

 Point out signal words 
(but, however, in 
contrast, etc.) that lets 
students know two 
pieces of information, 
ideas, concepts, or 
events are being 
compared 

 Identify words that 
signal the information is 
organized in a 
sequence (first, second, 
next, then, last) 

 Chart the signal words, 
posting them on the wall 
for student reference 
 

-Teach explicitly what reading 
with purpose means 

 Read for enjoyment 

 Read for a specific task 

 Read to gain new 
information or 
understanding 

 Work with students in 
small groups and set a 
purpose for reading 

 Check for 
understanding as they 
read and discuss the 
text 

 
-Writing Share 

 At the end of Writing 
Workshop, have several 
students read their 
pieces of writing as 
classmates listen 
carefully 

 Then have classmates 
ask thoughtful questions 

-Accommodate learning style 
preferences 

 Provide increased 
opportunities to use 
learning style 
preferences 

 Address learning  
modalities (e.g., 
visual, auditory, 
kinesthetic, tactile, 
smell, taste) 

 Evaluate teaching 
style 

 
Multiple and flexible 
grouping opportunities: 

 Partners 

 Independent 

 By interest 

 By learning style 

 Teacher-assigned 

 Small groups of 5 or 
less 

 
-Use of individual behavior 
plan to assist struggling 
students 

 Assessment 

 Contract 

 Reinforcement 

 Modeling 
 
 
-Support Resources 

 Manipulatives 

 Visual aids 

 Charts 

 Outlines 

 Picture cues 

 Audio-taped books 

 Instructions 
 

 

-Review IEP in order to 
develop specific 
interventions and 
strategies for students 
with special needs 
 
 
-Make modifications 
according to IEP: 

 Match process 
to learning style 

 Modify quantity 
of work 

 Dictation 

 Extended time 

 Scaffold 
information 

 Accessible texts 
 
-Create a safe 
environment for 
learning by employing 
effective motivational 
techniques 

 Provide an 
environment 
that is free of 
distracting 
stimuli 

 Provide 
consistent 
reward system 

 Provide explicit 
feedback on 
acceptable and 
non-acceptable 
behavior 

 Use tangible 
and non-
tangible 
incentives 
and/or rewards 

 

-Use graphic 
organizers 

 Use a graphic 
organizer that 
matches the 
text structure 

 Fill in the 
organizer as 
you read and 
discuss the 
text 
 

-Readers Theater 

 Give students 
the opportunity 
to work with 
groups of 
readers who 
read at a 
higher level 
and more 
fluently than 
they do 

 By hearing 
others read 
and having 
opportunities 
to read and 
revise their 
presentations, 
they can 
improve their 
fluency skills 
 

-Look for fun, creative 
ways to explore words 

 Figurative 
language 

 Idioms 

 Colloquialisms 

 Onomatopoeia 
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and make helpful 
comments 

 Model for students how 
to comment on what 
they like, ask questions 
that may help clarify 
meaning, and make a 
suggestion or two 
 

-Teach capitalization and 
punctuation using this five-step 
approach 

 Teach within the context 
of your larger writing 
curriculum 

 Provide direct 
instruction in the 
convention 

 Create opportunities to 
practice using the 
targeted convention 

 Provide time for 
students to share 
application of the 
convention 

 Revisit the same 
convention many times 
to make certain of 
understanding and 
proper application 

 
-Conferencing 

 Confer with students on 
their writing and 
reinforce skills you’ve 
taught directly 

 Through conferences 
and informal 
assessments organize 
small groups of students 
who require additional 
instruction on specific 
skills 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 

-Individual Differentiation 

 Content 

 Process 

 Product 
 
-Gradual release of 
responsibility 

 Focus lesson 

 Guided instruction 

 Collaborative 
learning 

 Independent tasks 
 
 
 

-Modify task to address 
learning style 

 Divide 
instruction into 
short, 
sequential 
steps and 
provide time for 
student to break 
away from task 

 Frequent, short 
assessments 

 Visual, auditory, 
tactical, and/or 
kinesthetic 
instruction 

-Think Alouds 

 Use 
whiteboards 

 Model a Think-
Aloud on how 
to correct 
punctuation or 
capitalization 

 Have students 
make 
adjustments on 
their individual 
whiteboards 
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Instructional Resources and Materials 
 

Physical Technology-Based 

 
Wonders Resources: 

Weather 

Reading/Writing Workshop: 
Unit 6: Seasons Change! 4-5, Is It 
Hot? 8-15, Readers to Writers 16-17, 
It’s Raining Cats and Dogs 18-19, 
Readers to Writers 30-31, Lightning 
Strikes 32-33, Readers to Writers 44-
45 
 
Literature Big Books: 
Mama, Is It Summer Yet? 2-33, 34-35, 

36-37, 38-39, 40-41 

Rain 2-32, 33-36 

Waiting Out the Storm 2-27, 28-33 

Websites:  
 
http://weatherwizkids.com/index.htm 
  
http://www.almanac4kids.com/  
 
http://www.spaceweathercenter.org/  
 
http://urbanext.illinois.edu/treehouse/ 
  
http://climatekids.nasa.gov/ 
  
http://environment.nationalgeographic.com/environment/natural-
disasters/forces-of-nature/  
 
http://www.scholastic.com/kids/weather/  
 
http://www.kidinfo.com/science/weather.html 
 
http://www.weatherforkids.org 

 

 

  

  

 

 

 

 

http://weatherwizkids.com/index.htm
http://www.almanac4kids.com/
http://www.spaceweathercenter.org/
http://urbanext.illinois.edu/treehouse/
http://climatekids.nasa.gov/
http://environment.nationalgeographic.com/environment/natural-disasters/forces-of-nature/
http://environment.nationalgeographic.com/environment/natural-disasters/forces-of-nature/
http://www.scholastic.com/kids/weather/
http://www.kidinfo.com/science/weather.html
http://www.weatherforkids.org/
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Lessons to Support Tasks 

RI.3 
To help students identify the characters, setting, and major events in a story: 

 Read aloud and share texts whose story elements and/or organization are straightforward and 

a good fit with the story elements you’re highlighting.  Look for traditionally organized stories, 

such as “The Three Billy Goats Gruff” and Rosemary Wells’s Timothy Goes to School, and use 

story map graphic organizers to chart the stories’ development 

(www.corwin.com/thecommoncorecompanion). 

 

 Make a list of all the characters in a story and determine which is the main character and which 

ones play more of a supporting role.  Elicit from students why they categorize the characters as 

they do, and direct them back to the text for evidence. 

 

 Create character webs to help students identify what the main and supporting characters are 

like, how they feel, and what motivates them to behave in certain ways.  As students read the 

text, help them draw connections between the characters, for example, between the 

hardworking Little Red Hen and the lazy Dog, Duck, and Pig.  Help students identify how the 

Little Red Hen’s request for help and Dog’s, Duck’s, and Pig’s refusal to help lead her to act as 

she does at the end.  

 

 Help students understand that setting refers to both where (city, country, in school, at home, 

and so on) and when (time of day or season) a story takes place.  This also includes the 

geographic and/or historical location of the story.  Help students keep track of any changes in 

the setting of the story and help them identify the words the author uses to alert them to such 

changes. 

 
To help students describe and explain how characters respond to major events and 
challenges: 

 Have students identify the wants or needs of key characters and parts of the story where their 

various wants and needs conflict.  Examine what those conflicts reveal about the characters. 

 

 On a second reading, build a major events (plot) map with students to record the most 

important happenings.  Illustrate how a plot builds.  Have students identify the turning point in 

the story.  Lead them in a discussion of what came before and after 

(www.corwin.com/thecommoncorecompanion). 

 

 As you read a picture book a second time, invite students to hold up yellow sticky notes to 

signal major moments in the story.  Pause to have them examine the illustration that depicts 

the scene and describe how the character is behaving, and why.  Continue this activity until the 

story’s end.  Help them notice whether or not characters typically act in certain ways. 

http://www.corwin.com/thecommoncorecompanion
http://www.corwin.com/thecommoncorecompanion
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 Create a three-column chart with students that you can add to over the year, listing the main 

character’s name, a personality trait, and whether or not the character changes by the end of 

story.  Doing so helps children see that in some stories the main character does change, while 

in others the author has the character stay the same on purpose (e.g., Curious George, Amelia 

Bedelia, Judy Moody, Clifford, Spinky in Spinky Sulks). 

 
To help students describe how individuals, events, ideas, and pieces of information relate to 
one another: 

 Select a portion of a text and model how you absorb each sentence, noticing when two things 

connect in a particularly striking, important way.  (For example, in a book about rain forest 

animals, you might note the connection between a parrot’s brightly colored feathers, 

camouflage, and the concept of predator/prey.  In a biography of Jackie Robinson, Robinson 

and the owner of the Brooklyn Dodgers, Branch Rickey, have a significant connection because 

Rickey dared to break the Major League Baseball color barrier by allowing Robinson to play.) 

 

 Help students identify language that lets them know two pieces of information, ideas, concepts, 

or events are being compared (but, however, in contrast, versus).  Likewise, help them identify 

words that signal the information is organized in a sequence (first, next, and then). 

 
To help students describe the connection between historical events, scientific ideas or 
concepts, or steps in technical procedures: 

 Help students determine why something happened as it did.  This will help them begin to 

identify cause/effect relationships between concepts, people, and events. 

 

 Gather a few texts that offer different and clear examples of signal words. Read the texts and 

chart the signal words, posting them on the wall for student reference.  For example, some 

authors use timelines, dates, numbered steps, and words like first, second, next, last, most 

important, and years ago. 

 
To help your English language learners, try this: 

 Guide a small group of students through a basic story in which the story elements are obvious 

and unambiguous.  If students don’t each have their own copy of the story, use an enlarged 

text.  Wordless books offer students the opportunity to focus on the story elements shown in 

the illustrations. 

 

 Provide students with a story structure graphic organizer and have them discuss the story 

elements and fill them in as you or they read.  For nonfiction text, use a graphic organizer that 

matches the text structure and fill in the organizer as you read or discuss the text. 

 

 Make certain students understand the academic vocabulary you’re using, such as main 

character, problem, and resolution, and for nonfiction text, main idea and details. 
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RF.4 
To teach students to read with sufficient accuracy and fluency to support comprehension: 

 Invest in developing students’ bank of sight words (also known as high-frequency words, i.e., 

words that they recognize automatically, or on sight, while reading).  Why is this important?  It 

frees up the students’ minds to grapple with more difficult words and the text’s concepts.  Lists 

of sight words for various grade levels are readily available online. 

 

 Give students daily opportunities to read and write—doing so builds vocabulary more swiftly 

and surely than decontextualized memorization of word lists.  In addition, highlight sight words 

when you come across them in shared-reading texts; play games with sight words; given 

students a book of sight words to use as they write, or engage them in making their own; and 

provide wipe-off and magnetic boards for students to practice making these common words. 

 

 Make fluency a vivid concept by pouring water from one glass to another a few times.  Ask, 

“What do you notice?” and draw out ideas about liquid flowing smoothly.  Write the word fluid 

on the board and connect its meaning to the idea that fluent reading is reading that flows 

smoothly, as the reader recognizes words and moves past them fluently, like water rolling over 

rocks in a stream.  Read aloud and choral read with students to model swift, cadenced reading 

of an accessible text. 

 

 Demonstrate fluent reading during read-aloud and shared reading.  Convey that fluent reading 

sounds like the way we regularly talk to one another.  Call students’ attention to how chunking 

words into phrases makes reading sound more natural.  When reading aloud, breathe life into 

your interpretation of the text by attending to how the characters are feeling and acting.  Do the 

same during shared reading while you move your pointer under phrases so students can see 

how good readers naturally chunk words into phrases. 

 

 Liken the connection between fluency and comprehension to a bridge over which students 

move back and forth: the more students understand the text, the better they’re able to read 

fluently, and the more fluently they read, the more deeply they’re able to understand what the 

text says. 

 

 Attend to text cues such as exclamation points, question marks, quotation marks, words in 

bold, and words printed larger or smaller than the others.  These all signal how a text should be 

read and help readers to better comprehend the text.  Notice features of print that indicate how 

to read a word: bold print, italics, small print, large print.  Deliberately read a section of text 

aloud without fluency, using a monotone voice, bulldozing past text cues, and so on, to show 

how this makes it harder to understand the meaning. 

 

 Provide audiobooks for students to listen to and follow along with. 
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 Develop a class chart (e.g., “Top Five Ways to Read With Expression”) and have students 

illustrate it so that they have a handy wall reference. 

 
To have students read grade-level text with purpose and understanding: 

 Have a wide variety of grade-level texts available for students to read.  Without an abundance 

of these texts, students will be unable to try out the strategies you’re showing them.  We 

recommend a minimum of 1,500 books in every classroom library so that all students can find 

within the library an ample number of grade-level texts to try reading. 

 

 Teach explicitly what reading with purpose means—such as to read for enjoyment, to read for a 

specific task, or to read to gain new information or understanding.  For example, you might 

model how you read aloud a poem by Shel Silverstein in a jaunty beat for enjoyment.  To 

demonstrate reading to gain new information from a text, you might model taking time to 

carefully preview the pictures and read the captions to see what information they provide, 

information that’s likely to be elaborated on once you start reading. 

 

 Work with students in small groups and, as you do, set a purpose for reading and check for 

understanding as they read and discuss the text. 

 
To have students read grade-level text orally with accuracy, appropriate rate, and expression 
on successive readings: 

 Regularly engage students in choral reading and Readers Theater to give them opportunities to 

practice the fluent reading strategies you’ve been demonstrating.  The beauty here is that they 

can practice repeatedly for authentic reasons (i.e., to present to an audience) rather than 

simply rereading a fluency card passage multiple times.  There’s nothing like choral reading 

and Readers Theater for motivating students to read and practice their reading until they’re 

reading effortlessly, with appropriate accuracy, rate, and expression. 

 

 Record yourself as you read aloud a shared-reading passage or poem with expression.  Allow 

students to listen to the recording several times as they follow the text.  Guide them to notice 

what you’ve done to read fluently and what they should be trying to do.  Then give students 

opportunities to read the passage or poem out loud themselves. 

 

 Read aloud books like Shelly Lyon’s If You Were a Question Mark and If You Were an 

Exclamation Point (Word Fun series) to help students grasp that punctuation leads readers to 

the author’s intended meaning of the text.  Then provide them with texts, such as Mary Ann 

Hoberman’s You Read to Me, I’ll Read to You: Very Short Fables to Read Together, which are 

chock-full of question Marks and exclamation points, and have students practice differentiating 

between the two as they read out loud with a partner. 

 
To have students use context to confirm or self-correct word recognition and understanding, 
rereading as necessary: 
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 Direct students to monitor their reading, listening for “clicks” and “clunks” as they read.  When 

things are going smoothly and making sense, they hear a friendly click-click-clicking sound, 

indicating all’s well.  However, when meaning has broken down, a warning “clunk” signals them 

to stop and fix what’s wrong.  Students should ask themselves, “Does this word look right, 

sound right, and make sense within the context of this sentence or passage?” 

 

 Ensure that students have time to read independently.  This allows them to practice the 

confirming and self-correcting strategies you’ve been demonstrating.  Without the time to 

practice and transfer what you’re showing them, students will not benefit fully from your 

demonstrations and hard work. 

 
To help your English language learners, try this: 

 Make every effort to engage students in Readers Theater (even if this means giving them 

disproportionate opportunities to do so).  Students who are learning English benefit greatly from 

working with groups of readers in which many of the participants read at a higher level and 

more fluently than they do.  By hearing others read and having opportunities to read and revise 

their own presentation, they can greatly improve their fluency skills. 

 

 Make audio recordings of yourself reading some of the students’ favorite books or easy-to-read 

books, texts, and poems.  Have students listen to the recordings while reading the 

books/texts/poems to follow along with your voice. 

 

W.5 
To help students respond to questions and suggestions from peers: 

 Provide opportunities for students to receive feedback from classmates on their writing.  In 

writing workshop classrooms, this is called the “writing share” and occurs at the end of the 

workshop.  Several students read their pieces of writing as their classmates listen carefully; the 

classmates then ask thoughtful questions and make helpful comments.  Students need to be 

taught how to give constructive feedback over many weeks and with considerable modeling 

from you.   Teach students to first comment on what they like, ask questions that may help the 

writer to clarify meaning, and perhaps make a suggestion or two. 

 

 As students ask questions of each student author and make suggestions, record, on a special 

form, some of their key questions and suggestions for how to improve the piece (see a sample 

form at www.corwin.com/thecommoncorecompanion).  After the student author finishes 

sharing, give her the form to place in her folder so she will have it for reference when revising 

her piece.  You will have to moderate how much you write for different students based on what 

the students are capable of reading back on their own. 

 
To help students focus on a topic. 

 Help students select topics for their stories, informative/explanatory pieces, or poems that are 

broad enough that students will be able to round up sufficient information, but not so broad that 

the pieces cover everything under the sun.  That said, in kindergarten and first grade, it is 

http://www.corwin.com/thecommoncorecompanion
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typical and acceptable for students to write bed-to-bed stories—that is, stories that relate 

everything that happened during a particular day, outing, or event.  Or when writing nonfiction, 

they might write “All About” a particular animal, city, or holiday.  As students move from first 

grade to second grade, and with explicit instruction and practice, they are more capable of 

understanding why—and how—to narrow their topics. 

 

 Decide on a writing project that relates to a social studies topic, such as Eastern Woodland 

Indians.  Divide the topic into subtopics (such as where the Eastern Woodland Indians lived, 

what their homes were like, what they ate) and stock the classroom with reference books and 

articles.  Then assign each student to select one of those subtopics and write what he or she 

knows about it.  After students have completed the writing assignment, have all those who 

chose the same topic get together and read what they wrote to one another.  Then allow 

students to add to their pieces the new information they learned from their classmates. 

 
To help students add details to strengthen their writing: 

 The term details is chameleonlike in grades K-2, given that children across this grade range are 

at vastly varied levels of literacy.  In kindergarten, revising in general and adding details in 

particular is usually a matter of crossing out or adding a word or two—and maybe adding a 

sentence to the end or drawing a picture.  Demonstrate how to add details to a piece of writing, 

and when you confer one-on-one with students, help them locate where they want to add 

words or facts.  Most of all, helping students find topics that are neither too narrow nor too 

broad in turn helps them arrive at a good amount of detail for their pieces.  For first and second 

grade, the advice is fairly similar.  Assess what students can do and guide them to make just a 

few simple changes that will life the quality of their writing.  To move students toward writing 

more complex sentences, model how to use connecting words such as like and because.  This 

scaffolds their ability to add more elaborate phrases. 

 
To help students revise their pieces: 

 Have students read their pieces to a small group of peers, receive suggestions from them, and 

then change their writing if the suggestions would improve the piece.  For K-2 students we’re 

not talking about heavy-duty revision: in kindergarten revision involves simply adding a word or 

two, maybe a sentence or two later in the year; and in first and second grade revision includes 

adding or changing a sentence or two, adding a definition to clarify a term, or including a more 

enticing opening or closing sentence. 

 
To help students edit (proofread) their pieces: 

 Begin making an editing checklist with students at the start of the school year, rather than 

posting a ready-made list with each item already accounted for.  Add additional items as 

needed and as students’ writing warrants.  (An example of an editing checklist is provided in 

the online resources at www.corwin.com/thecommoncorecompanion.)  

 

http://www.corwin.com/thecommoncorecompanion
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 Even though “rereading to make sense” sounds more like revising than an editing checklist 

item, it should actually be number one on any editing checklist, since the goal of both revising 

and editing is to make the piece more comprehensible. 

 
To help your English language learners, try this: 

 Meet with students in a small group either before or after your revision and editing lessons to 

give them a leg up on understanding what you’ll be describing or a chance to process or 

practice what you’ve already taught. 

 

 Choose a few selected teaching points to help students with during revision and editing.  Base 

these few points on their proficiency levels in English.  Students new to English may do very 

little revision and editing, whereas students with good face-to-face communication skills in 

English might need more help with academic language and formal English. 

 

 Meet with students in a small group either before or after your revision lesson and help them 

think about the questions you or their peers are posing to help them strengthen their writing.  

Be careful to focus any one revision lesson on either content (e.g., topic, vocabulary) or 

conventions (e.g., grammar, punctuation) so as not to overwhelm your students learning 

English. 

 

 Because vocabulary acquisition is key to improving English language learners’ reading and 

writing skills, look for fun, creative ways to explore words, colloquialisms, figurative language, 

and idioms.  All children benefit as readers and writers from such language play. 

 

SL.3 
To give students practice asking relevant questions: 

 Routinely help students differentiate between making a statement and asking a question by 

reminding them that a statement gives information and a question asks for information.  Give 

students opportunities to try out their statement-making and question-asking skills in the 

context of real-life classroom situations.  For example, at the end of reading and writing times 

of day, gather students and have individuals share pieces they wrote or talk about books they 

read, explaining in real time that the information and ideas the speakers are expressing are all 

statements.  Next, give students the opportunity to ask the speakers questions about what they 

shared.  Explain that their questions will prompt the speakers to give more information than 

they originally gave. 

 

 Demonstrate an effective, brief presentation on a topic you know and care a lot about.  Find 

online and real-life examples of passionate presenters (children’s authors, who often have an 

online presence, are good sources; National Geographic and other organizations have free, 

short videos online).  You want students to understand that generally speakers are experts who 

care about their topics, and it’s their job to deliver information in a clear and engaging way.  

The flip side?  It’s students’ job as listeners to get all they can out of the presentation, and use 

their smarts to think about whether the speaker has done an effective job. 
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 Before listening to a speaker, and to practice asking questions, help students understand how 

they can generate multiple questions based on one statement.  For example, the statement 

“House spiders weave webs to catch flies” might start students wondering, How long does it 

take a spider to build a web?  How many flies does a spider catch each day?  What else do 

spiders eat?  Note that in the case of K-2 students, a “speaker” may be anyone from the 

science teacher to the music teacher, a classmate sharing something he brought in to share, or 

someone the students are interviewing. 

 

 Acquaint students ahead of time with the topic the speaker will be presenting.  Bring in books 

the speaker may have written or books, articles, and texts related to the speaker’s topic.  For 

example, if students plan to interview a zookeeper to learn about the job she performs, you 

might share books with students on zoos or various animals of interest that live in zoos. 

 

 Have students brainstorm all the things they know about the topic.  Then have them think of 

questions they hope the speaker will address or questions they might ask if the speaker doesn’t 

address them in the initial presentation.  They should write these questions down and bring 

them along when they listen to the speaker. 

 

 Have students sit up close to the speaker so that the listening/question-asking experience feels 

more personal and intimate.  Remind students of the speaking and listening protocol—that is, 

look directly at the person who is speaking, refrain from raising your hand while the person is 

speaking, allow others in class to ask questions and interact with the speaker, and make sure 

that someone hasn’t already asked the question you want to ask.  In addition, remind students 

to listen carefully to their classmates’ questions so that they don’t ask the same ones. 

 
 

To ask and answer questions about what a speaker says in order to gather additional 
information, clarify something that is not understood, or deepen understanding of a topic or 
issue: 

 Provide graphic organizers (see www.corwin.com/thecommoncorecompanion) for students to 

fill out with questions they have as they listen to a speaker, view a video clip, or hear a text 

read aloud.  Although using such organizers is not appropriate for kindergarten students, first 

and second graders can get quite good at this skill over time and with practice. 

 

 Provide a graphic organizer with spaces for students to indicate how well they understood 

segments of a presentation that’s read aloud, viewed, or otherwise presented (for an example, 

see the online resources at www.corwin.com/thecommoncorecompanion).  Students circle 

either a smiley face to show they understand something or a question mark to indicate that 

something confused them.  Then they write a word, phrase, or sentence to show one thing they 

learned or what they didn’t understand. 

 

http://www.corwin.com/thecommoncorecompanion
http://www.corwin.com/thecommoncorecompanion
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 Practice asking questions prior to listening to a speaker.  Have students work with partners.  

Pose a question about the topic and have one student give a simple answer, and then have the 

partner continue to answer the question by adding details and elaboration.  For example, you 

might ask them, “What is a mayor?”  One student might simply say, “She runs the town.”  The 

second student would need to probe further with follow-up details; for example, “The mayor is 

voted to her job; the mayor goes to the parade; the mayor helps make rules for the town.”  

These facts in turn would generate more questions that drill down deeper, such as “Who is our 

mayor?” and “Where is the mayor’s office?” 

 
To help your English language learners, try this: 

 Take special care to make sure your English language learners can differentiate between 

statements and questions.  Then help them ask and answer questions and generate questions 

from basic statements that you’re certain they understand well and/or are especially meaningful 

to their lives. 

 

 Meet with students in a small group to go over what a speaker will be presenting so they can 

plan a few questions ahead of time.  Then, meet with them after the speaker finishes so they 

can talk about additional questions they might have. 

 

L.2 
To help students learn the conventions of standard English capitalization and punctuation 
when writing: 

 Emphasize, reinforce, and teach students how to capitalize and punctuate within the context of 

your larger writing curriculum.  For example, when doing shared writing, think aloud your 

punctuation and capitalization process, and when students contribute ideas, make checking 

and discussing punctuation and capitalization a natural thread of the conversation.  Frame it as 

a matter of clarity rather than right and wrong so young students don’t freeze up about writing. 

 

 Share fiction and nonfiction picture books with students and examine how the authors use 
punctuation and capitalization to convey meaning.  Think aloud about how all three—
capitalization, punctuation, and meaning—go hand in hand. 
 

 Have fun! Invent class charts of “Convention Bloopers” that students can contribute to when 
they spot mistakes; have parents be on the lookout for errors in newspapers, junk mail, and so 
on.  As you read books aloud, chart what an upside-down world it would be if it was “mr. 
poppers penguin’s” “Rosies Walk,” and the like.  Students will remember how to apply the 
conventions when they are taught in these multifaceted ways. 
 

 Create a class editing checklist with students, rather than providing one that was created by 
classes of yesteryear.  Make sure that you introduce only one convention at a time, and help 
students recognize that item’s relationship to the written pieces they’re producing.  Provide 
students with personal-size copies of the checklist for their writing folders. 
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 Individualize your editing checklist by holding students accountable for the skills/items they can 
do somewhat consistently rather that insisting they assume responsibility for them all 
regardless of whether or not they’re able.  It makes little sense to hold a student accountable 
for beginning sentences with a capital letter and ending them with periods, exclamation points, 
and questions marks when that student does not yet have a working concept of what a 
sentence is.  You will find that some students can easily apply all the checklist skills to their 
written pieces (and may need additional items to work on) while other students need more 
instruction and opportunities to practice just to master the basics. 
 

 Occasionally create morning message-like texts that contain capitalization and punctuation 
errors so that students can try to identify and correct the mistakes. 
 

 Engage students in interactive writing experiences in which each has a wipe-off board to use in 
trying to write a dictated sentence (or several) while one student attempts the same on chart 
paper.  Students discuss how to correct any punctuation or capitalization errors and make 
adjustments to their own wipe-off board attempts. 
 

 Teach capitalization and punctuation using this five-step approach: (1) As often as possible, 
have the convention you’re teaching stem from what you’ve observed students doing or not 
doing in their writing.  (2) Over the course of several days, provide direct instruction in the 
convention, explaining what it is, how it works, and why students should know and use it.  (3) 
Create opportunities for students to practice using the targeted convention, which may be as 
simple as having them return to their seats and write.  (4) Provide time at the end of writing for 
students to share how they’ve applied the convention you’ve taught.  Here, access to a 
whiteboard comes in handy.  (5) Recognize that you’ll need to revisit this same convention 
many times throughout the course of the year to refresh students’ understanding and ensure 
that they’re applying it to their own writing. 
 

 Confer with students on their writing, and, if necessary, reinforce a punctuation or capitalization 
skill you’ve taught directly.  Through conferences and informal assessments, pull together 
groups of students who need more instruction on specific skills. 
 

To help students learn the conventions of standard English spelling when writing: 

 Provide students with abundant opportunities to write throughout the day, explaining that they 

should first concentrate on getting their ideas down on paper and then go back to correct the 

spelling of some words.  This two-step process should not be interpreted to mean that “spelling 

doesn’t count,” but rather that it doesn’t count so much initially. 

 

 Help students learn basic sight words and remind them of why it’s important to apply them to 
texts they write.  (When students spell these high-frequency words incorrectly, the misspellings 
become habitual, and the habits are difficult to break.)  Provide individual wordbooks that list 
these basic words (with spaces provided for students to write in additional words) or post words 
on the word wall for easy access. 
 

 Target sight words by engaging students in the “look, say, cover, write, check” procedure, 
where you lead them to (1) look carefully at the focus word to notice letters, number of letters, 
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and so on; (2) say the word slowly and carefully as they listen for the sounds (e.g., I hear er but 
see or); and (3) cover the word; then (4) call on a student to write the word on chart paper or a 
wipe-off board; and (5) uncover the word so students can check whether or not the word was 
spelled correctly. 
 

 Recognize that for K-1 students, phonetic instruction and spelling instruction are largely one 
and the same.  When students learn phonetic conventions, they are also learning to spell.  For 
example, attention to rimes in phonics (e.g., the letters—it and –op that follow the initial 
consonant or consonant blend in one-syllable words, such as sit and top) also helps students 
expand the repertoire of words they can spell accurately and automatically. 
 

To help your English language learners, try this: 

 Engage students in interactive writing experiences in which each has a wipe-off board and they 
try their hands at writing a dictated sentence (or several) while one student attempts the same 
on chart paper.  Do a think-aloud about how to correct any punctuation or capitalization errors, 
and have students make adjustments to their own wipe-off board attempts. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 


